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WILDERNESS, SPIRITUALITY AND CONNECTION
by Jim Thormahlen
The concept of wilderness as a place to grow and/or heal is not
new. For thousands of years shaman, other traditional healers and
spiritual leaders all over the world have looked to nature for their
powers to heal. This view has also
been shared by more contemporary
healers.
Psychiatrist
and
psychological theorist Carl Jung
saw the value of nature in
maintaining a healthy mental state.
Humanistic
and
existential
psychological theories also advocate
the importance of a connection with
nature for healthy personality. The
same therapeutic value of nature is
emphasized in the writings of poets,
novelists,
essayists,
and
environmentalists.
As a result
hundreds of therapists, counselors,
schools,
mental
institutions,
correctional facilities and other
organizations
have
turned
to
wilderness to implement healing and
growth programs.
What is the healing power of
nature? People refer to the magic in
a wilderness experience. Could it be
magic? Can an individual simply
sit in the wilderness and have a
healing experience? The image of
nature, in all its
power and
wisdom, looking down on each
visitor and majestically dispensing
its healing power, is a comforting
vision. If it were that simple each
person could simply go sit in the
wilderness and heal. But, healing in
nature is not that simple and if it were there would be no need for the
many programs and professionals assisting with the process. That’s
not to say people can't undergo healing in wilderness on their own,
although there arc prerequisites. Even participants in the vision quest
of early traditional cultures went through long periods of preparation.
This preparation was directed and assisted by elders, midwives and
healers. But, before describing these prerequisites the original
question needs to be answered. What is the healing power of nature?

The healing power of nature is found in the opportunities
available in wilderness to make connections to others and self. The
term delineating these opportunities is affordance. It was coined by
James Gibson (1979) and described
by Delores LaChapelle (1988) in
Sacred Land, Sacred Sex. Rapture of
the Deep,
The affordances of
nature appear in many forms: The
opportunity to look at a situation
differently or to solve a problem in
a more functional manner; the
opportunity to take a risk or the
chance to interact differently within
a group.
Affordances can also
include the opportunity to sit,
reflect and experience emotions
while the impulse may be to run or
distract oneself. Lessons realized
from observing nature can also be
interpreted as affordances. There are
other characteristics of nature that
can be considered affordances
including the energy or rhythms of
life to which one can connect and
absorb.
The affordances are
powerful because they are effective
promoters of connection and thus
facilitate healing.
The actual healing is found in
making connections; connections to
nature, self, people, a higher power,
or even to the universe. In making
connections an individual has the
opportunity to experience the
sensations of expansiveness or
"peak experiences."
Connection
stimulates feelings of oneness with all other life. The "peak
experience" also results from sharing life's energy common to us all.
Connection also inspires powerful personal insights which are paths
to healing.
The prerequisite to benefiting from these affordances
(opportunities) and making healing connections is openness. An
individual must be open to the opportunities, lessons, and energy
...continued

available conducting programs, is facilitating activities that
encourage openness to nature's affordances.
Because of this
prerequisite it’s difficult to distinguish between the healing power of
nature and the healing power of the activities. Many of the
activities, which are based on sound counseling theory, are as
effective in the urban environment. But professionals facilitating
wilderness counseling programs are certain the healing process is
accelerated in the wilderness. What's in wilderness, not found in the
counselor's office? The most obvious characteristic is the lack of
distractions, including those inherent in urban living and those used
by individuals to protect themselves. In addition, people experience
nature in its purest form in wilderness and therefore have a greater
opportunity to connect to its universal energy. Wilderness is a
foreign environment to many individuals and gives them opportunity
to have experiences in a different context. They can leave their
masks and roles behind. The inherent risk in wilderness adventure
adds intensity to the experience which results in acceleration of
certain processes. Furthermore, participants and guides have less
control over their environment in the wilderness, which encourages
more flexibility and spontaneity in dealing with situations. But,
what many people see in the wilderness is the wildness, beauty and
grandeur which triggers spiritual interpretations of events.
The magic experienced in a wilderness encounter stems from
personal interpretations of that event. Magical episodes result from
spiritual interpretations and the emotions felt when making
connections. Spirituality has many definitions and is perceived
differently by each individual. Merle Fossom (1989) in Catching
Eire describes spirituality as being about connections, relationships
and honoring personal experience: "Spiritual relationships are a
connection to something beyond our consciousness, decision-making
selves. Others call it a relationship with god or nature. It's about
accepting possibilities that can't be proved or measured, and it creates
a feeling of aliveness. It means using our personal experience in
addition to logic. It means using images, stories, and metaphors,
our inner voice, our "gut feeling" as ways to understand our lives."
In every culture, throughout human history, there have been people
who hold a spiritual reverence for nature and continually return to the
wilderness to rejuvenate that connection with nature. They find
balance, reverence for life, energy and feelings of oneness. They also
get in touch with their own true nature.
The spiritual value of wilderness is best described in a quote
from an essay by Sigurd Olson (1969) titled "Spiritual Aspects of
Wilderness":

rIntellectuals think that we live in a world of ideas which we A

invent - a domesticated world where we create new hybrids of
grains, new breeds ofcattle and new ideas - it's all the same
-they come out ofour ideas. But deep inside us is a
wilderness, We call it the unconscious because we can't
control it fully so we can't will to create what we want from
it The collective unconscious is a great wild region where
we can get in touch with the sources of life.
<
—C. G. Jungj
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Jim Thormahlen was Teacher's Assistant in the Wilderness and Civili
zation Program from 1989 to 1991. He completed a Masters Degree in
Environmental Studies and wrote a professional paper on the Healing
Power of Nature and Wilderness.
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/r's good to know that the old spirit of adventure is still
very much alive in young Americans. As long as it is,
there is little to fear. They think they go into the back
country for a lark, just to test themselves, or to face a
challenge, but what they really go in for is to experience
first hand the spiritual value ofnature.
The significance of spirituality and its contribution to good
mental health is now acknowledged by many professional counselors
and therapists.
Even though wilderness is a powerful place to do healing work,
the most significant source of healing power does not come from
external nature, it comes from our nature within. In each of us is an
internal wilderness where nature and others reside. In that wilderness
we make the most meaningful connections. In connecting with
nature we connect to our internal wilderness and then the real healing
begins.
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Wilderness Under Attack!
Multinational Corporate Timber Companies have destroyed their own land and ruined fish and
wildlife habitat. Their overcutting has also eliminated jobs and exported profits from the
region. The Burns-Baucus "Wilderness" compromise bill (S.1696) could have disastrous effects
on the wildland ecosystems of Montana.

What Senate Bill 1696 Does:
* Opens up more than 4 million acres of roadless
lands for clearcutting, roadbuilding, oil & gas,
mining, and motorized use.
* Releases more than 99% of the timber base to
multinational logging corporations.
* Citizens appeal rights and judicial review may be
prohibited.
The bill contains no waler rights for wilderness
areas.
* Excludes 100% of mining claims from wilderness
consideration.
♦Threatens the future of EIS's, according to Senator
Baucus.

What do others think?

"Grizzlies, gray wolves, big game populations, and world class fisheries will be
degraded and, in some cases, totally destroyed if this bill (S. 1696) is enacted."
■letter to Senator Dale Bumpers signed by 13 of the nation's top wildlife scientists and conservation leaders

"Passage of this bill is going to devastate the one single truly unique value that
exists in Western Montana and the Northern Rocky Mountains...this is the last remnant
area where all the native large animals still persist. They're found here because
we've had large areas of roadless lands."
----------

~ t-®® Metzgar, University of Montana Professor of Wildlife Biology-Jan. 14,1992 talk in Missoula,
"

Write to:
Rep. Pat Williams
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Rep. George Miller
Chairman, Interior Committee
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Urge them to support an ecosystem approach to wildlife and forest protection.
Request support for the Northern Rockies Ecosystem Protection Act.
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Bonding Earth
by Mamia He Sapa
Distress, darkening to pain. (Hungry baby, asleep.) Pain
builds, pain engulfs. (Baby wakes, crying.) Pain has become
Reality. Reality persists. Frustration explodes. (Baby howls!
Other sits down, picks Baby up, proffers warm lunch with cuddles
and-sudden quiet, Other croons, rocks while Baby nurses.) Warmth.
Solace. Pain relief. Safety. Pleasure. A particle of trust built,
trust in the ability of this Other to alleviate Baby’s distress with
benign consistency. One cycle in the myriad of such cycles which
compose the process of bonding. So say Dr. Ken Magid and Carole
A. McKelvey, authors of HIGH RISK: Children Without A
Conscience.

Distress, building to pain, engulfing pain. (Child is lonely,
tired, bored, afraid.) Pain tips into resentful frustration. (Child's
attempts to engage attention of benign persons are impeded.)
Frustration unleashes as temper tantrum, withdrawal,
general crabbiness. (Child is ordered to Go
Outside.) And the land goes east to sunrise
for ever and forever, the land rolls west,
bucks into blue Rockies, clouds piled
a greater range behind, brown land
rusty in drainages where the little
bluestem
has
turned,
land
smoke-blue as spruce, drainages
sprinkled with the thin gold of
autumn aspen, wind sharp and
on the wind sharp-winged long
wings scream, and Child
breathes in the falcon-tom
wind, and the soul of Child
eats the colors of the land, and
Child spreads arms and swoops
through sunlight poured like
honey in the long hour when all
the shadows count and the earth is
made of individual blades of grass,
individual trees, individual rocks, all
alive as Child is alive among them.
Solace. Pain relief. Safety. Pleasure.
Maybe even joy. And a particle of trust
built, trust in the ability of this Other to alleviate
Child's distress with benign consistency, One cycle in a
myriad of such cycles which compose the process of bonding.

Bonding to earth. So say I.
Interrupt this cycle at the point of unrelieved frustration,
however, and no bonding occurs. If Baby suffers an undiagnosed ear
infection, all the cuddling in the world doesn't make the pain go
away, and no trust is built. A few such unsuccessfully completed
cycles do not affect the bonding process. Many preclude bonding all
together. An unbonded baby becomes an unattached child, and of
such are serial murderers made. Magid and McKelvey stress that
bonding is a continuum, with the extremely well-bonded (Mother
Teresa, Albert Schweitzer) at one end, and the completely unbonded
(serial murderers) at the other. Sprinkled between saints and
monsters are the rest of us, according to our emotional health and
maturity, according to our degree of bonding, for bonding seems to
be the necessary’ precursor to the development of conscience.
Without conscience. Other is not only invalid, Other is
4
fundamentally not real.

If Child didn't bond human caregiver. Child grows up to be Ted
Bundy or Adolf Hiltler. If Child didn't bond Earth-as-Other, Child
sees nothing wrong with clearcutting the planet, "harvesting"
cetaceans to extinction, "developing” wildland. Honestly sees
nothing wrong.
Magid and McKelvey are careful to stress that for the unattached,
natural consequences such as remorse simply do not exist. The only
consequences real for unattached individuals are the artificial
consequences society creates, called law. Serial murderers, habitual
criminals, con-artists are not sorry for the grief they cause, they are
sorry for getting caught and punished. The punishment, because it

inconveniences them, is real.

Human beings who do not bond earth do not, in honesty,
understand our care or our grief when we see beloved land
dismembered, abused, poisoned. At best, they may
seek to comprehend the implications of earth
abuse as a set of long range societal
problems: not enough raw materials or
clean water, too much acid rain or big
holes in the ozone. These people
may be reachable through well
crafted humanitarian arguments:
save
the
rainforests
as
pharmecopea.
At worst, the
unbonded see only dirt and water,
extractable minerals, potential
wealth. If these people are also
unattached to human Others,
their sense of proportion may be
as lacking as conscience, and the
result is appalling exploitation of
people as well as earth.

That's where tough laws
la*
administrated
by
tough
enforcement agencies and tough
Those
courts become essential.
artificial consequences have to make
terracide blatantly unattractive: prohibitively
expensive materially, socially reprehensible and
politically suicidal.

I think this means writing appeals, getting children out in
greenspace, making law. I think this means demonstration and civil
disobedience are not, in the long run, effective. I think this means
working for earth, all earth, local, particular earth, not exclusively
wild earth. Maybe it means working for indigenous local plants in
public greenspace. Surely it means respecting all earth, in parity.
And eventually, if we who are earth-bonded work with diligence and
considerable luck, perhaps persons completely unattached to earth
will become as comparatively rare, and as obviously spiritually

deformed, as are serial murderers of human beings.

Mamia He Sapa is an artist, naturalist and writer who lurks tn
fire towers. National Parks and Forests subverting the dominant
paradigm in subtle, humorous, frequent and entirely legal creative
activities.

Backcountry Edibles
Herbs * Flowers * Medicines * Recipes

Mint

Mentlia arvensis L.

There are over thirty species of mint found throughout
the world, three of which occur in the Rocky Mountain
region. This perennial herb rises from one to three feet
from creeping rootstocks, its leaves finely toothed and
oppositely attached on the square stem. Look for mint in
damp soils, especially streambanks, springs and bogs.

Uses:
Flathead, Kutenai, and other tribes drank mint tea for
colds, coughs, fevers, and similar complaints. And for
those of you afflicted by spring fever the Cheyenne used
mint for "Indian perfume", chewing the leaves and putting
them on their bodies. This was believed to improve their
love life! Mint tea will often cure a headache, the leaves
can be chewed as a breath freshener, and mint oil in soaps
leaves you feeling tingly clean.

Glacier Lily

Erythronium grandiflorum Pursh.

These delicate, serendipitous gifts of the receding
snowpack inhabit most of Montana's sagebrush slopes,
montane forests and moist subalpine and alpine meadows.
Glacier lilies have brilliant yellow, nodding flowers with
distinctively recurved petals rising from a long, six to
twelve-inch naked stem. Each plant has two
oblong-shaped shiny basal leaves which measure from
four to eight inches in length.
Uses:
The bulbs of this lily were infrequently gathered by
Indian tribes in our region, due to the difficulty of digging
them. Although the leaves may be eaten as a salad plant
or potherb, they occasionally impart a burning sensation
or cause vomiting if taken in quantity. These wildflowers
are a more important food source for grizzly bears,
ground squirrels, and other wildlands spring foragers.

Information and illustrations on this page have been reprinted
with permission front the Montana Historical Society, from the
book: Montana: Native Plants and Early Peoples.
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In wdderness we connect With that/

Its presence is real and exposes any attempt,

Wilderness is a physicalplace! Who are these people who

say it's a state of mind? LoolQ here, I'm standing in it, I feet
it, smell it, touch it. I hope that I'll never live to see the day

when Wolves only howl in people's minds and not in the

Valleys of these mountains.

When travelling in the north, mage

down all day in the summer and casts a

winter might be, yet when white holds s

:1s humans We are responsible for the preservation of the wilderness, for there remains
no other way.

When the roots are pulled out of the muscle, the earth feels the pain

because it fnows that ideologies do not stand alone. ‘The perspective in
understanding is absolutely essential for preservation andgrowth.

different beat and awe and reflection rep

zation 1991 - 1992
students involved in this years program.
the Fall Trek along the Rocky Mountain Front. Polar
g a field trip to Churchill, Manitoba, Canada.

t/uit moves in all things.

feel it.

ny society, to disengage from it as an illusion.

When I journey to wilderness, I travel deep into the heart of a land

that is completely unl(nown. I am in the midst of a new frontier,
surrounded by all of my fears, hopes, wonders andface to face With my
soul and its power, my body and its ability to survive.

fittings of difference abound ‘The sun heats
it g(ow m the winter. ‘Blealfand white the

'eiaefeifes and darifnase, the heart jumps to a
i H hints of drabness.
It's easier to laugh when I'm out in the wilderness. My mind worlds mon clearly when

I'm hiding. I'm mon in touch with my feelings and my mind is mon open to learning.

Wilderness Within and Without
by Matthew Houghton
Man struggles to find life outside himself unaware that the life
he is seeking is within him.
Nature reaches out to us with welcome arms and bids us to
enjoy her beauty; but we dread her silence and rush into the crowded
cities.

—Kahil Gibran.
Wilderness exploration is both an internal and external
adventure. Many 'adventure based' wilderness programs have been
used effectively to help people, especially teens, learn inter- and
intra- personal coping skills. Examples include Outward Bound,
Venture West, National Outdoor Leadership School, and many
programs known euphemistically as 'Hoods in the Woods’. What
quality is it that makes the wilderness setting therapeutically
effective?
While helping augment the Mormon community in
Stevensville, Larry Dean Olsen and his family practiced ancient
Paiute technology out of a tipi up the Burnt Fork. (His experience
here helped him complete his book Primitive Survival Skills).
Upon returning to his hot spring heated home along the Snake River
in Hagerman, Idaho, Larry was approached by two other enterprising
men who thought Larry ought to start working with troubled teens.
By placing teens in a situation in which they were forced by their
circumstances to depend on an adult (the survival instructor), they
might learn to trust caretakers appropriately. The clients were
dropped off at a remote desert location, given a tarp, blanket, wool
clothes, some flour, raisins and lentils, and led out into the desert for
three weeks. The task was then to "wean" the teen of their
dependency by teaching them the survival skills necessary to live in
the Great Basin desert. The culmination of the trip was a three day
solo during which the teen would take care of him/herself alone
(setting up traps, foraging, starting and maintaining a campfire, etc.).
By the end of the trip, each client would hopefully have garnered
self esteem through very intense accomplishment and learned
effective coping skills from an adult. There are not many kids who
enjoyed these trips, yet most were very glad they had done it. It was
hoped the teens didn't blame the desert for the quality of their
experience, but rather the ability of their coping skills. Larry started
training staff from treatment programs who wished to initiate
survival trips in their own curriculum.
One such program was Spring Creek Community in Thompson
Falls. Larry and company had operated from the angle that working
with the client was enough to instill change. Spring Creek (and its'
many offshoots) assumed that an emotionally disturbed youth was a
symptom of an unhealthy family system, and for successful
treatment, the whole family needed help. Convincing a family that
it is the problem rather than the teen who is acting out, is difficult;
getting such a family to pay for their own treatment is almost
impossible. Spring Creek instituted regularly scheduled group
therapy in the wilderness setting, and at trip’s end there were long,
arduous family group therapy sessions.
Actual statistical analysis of wilderness therapy effectiveness is
lacking, but the reputed benefits are legion. In a review of programs
that utilize the therapeutic values of nature. Turner (1976) denotes a
number of therapeutic factors. Self concept, locus of control
(understanding consequences of behavior) and social adjustment were
significantly improved in participants of wilderness camping
experiences. Beneficiaries included schizophrenics, troubled youth,
and teens. Marx (1988) reports good behavior, improved self
§

concept and improved interpersonal abilities in 59-82% of clients
who responded 7 months after finishing an outdoor adventure
program for youth in Maine.
Perhaps the most obvious therapeutic factor during a wilderness
survival trip is the unambiguous consequences of one's choice of
behavior. For example, a client might choose not to leam how to
make a bow drill fire for whatever reason-sloth, anger, lack of trust,
obstinance, etc.- but the consequence remains the same. First, the
client will find him/herself considering how he/she will cook the
mouse caught in the previous evening's dead-fall (if he/she's caught
one). Next it gets dark and then, if it isn't already, cold. Again, its
not the circumstance but how one chooses to deal with the
circumstance, that is the key. There is something smugly satisfying
in bringing a group of defiant youths to the top of a peripheral vista
at the beginning of a trip. Faced with a 360 degree view of a desert
wilderness, the consideration of running away quickly vanishes. No
one makes them stick together as a group; wandering off ceases to be
a possibility.
Perhaps the most powerful and intriguing therapeutic factor in
the wilderness setting is vulnerability. Entering the wilderness is to
leave the 'familiar' behind; in the wilderness the senses we tune into
are not common to human habitation. Novel environmental
stimulae cultivates receptivity, and receptivity by its nature
engenders vulnerability, keeps one alert and awake. Leaving the
familiar is entering the unknown. For many tribal peoples and
metaphysical religions (Sufizm, Buddhism, Taoism, etc.) the
Unknown is revered as sacred. To be receptive to the Unknown,ie; to
be truly vulnerable, is to be in a place of power.
It seems our society rewards those who invest their energy in the
familiar, in the known-as in their job, material possessions, salary,
etc.. These become integral to our identity and yet, they are external
to us. Such physical manifestations seem readily within our control
for we can "see" them. Like our clothes, it is what we present to
others. Such externalities are not 'evil' in and of themselves, but
they are not definitive of oneself.
For may tribal peoples, initiation to adulthood would include
time alone in the wilderness and could acutely challenge the familiar.
For example, a Crow initiate would go to some remote high place
and fast for three days after a ritual cleansing. All aspects of
appearance, indeed as many aspects of the human condition as
possible were relinquished-no food, no water, no clothing; the
initiate is isolated from human habitation. Sometimes the initiate
would chop off part of a digit to show he/she was willing to give up
all possible parts of what we associate with the "self', even ones
own physical being (presence). Often a vision or song would ensue
from such a ritual. Throughout this individual's life, this song or
vision would be called upon when duress or death threatened. The
vision or song is a source of power, it becomes a familiar tie to the
unfamiliar, to the unknown, something to adhere to while entering
vulnerability.
In the innocence of childhood most of us have had our
vulnerability compromised. In chaotic family settings the internal
world of the child cannot cognate the emotional pain of abuse. The
energy focused on any external clues that might preclude abuse
becomes tantamount for survival. One's internal world becomes thus
neglected. In an effort to survive, one's personality creates a defense
or a coping mechanism. The fear of losing this defense, of not being
in control, is the fear that we will lose who we are. the fear of
having to face being vulnerable to the trauma again.
...continued

--Collagraph Print by Brenda Dunlap

Citations:

A common (and often taught) coping mechanism is our
supposed ability to control our feelings. We build a dam in front of
our feelings, afraid if any chink occurs in the dam, an uncontrollable
flood of feelings would ensue. By our nature, however, we are
creatures of sensation; having "aliveness" is to feel, to fully
experience sensation. Survivors of abuse are wounded in such a way
that to be openly receptive to sensation may be too painfully
vulnerable. The wilderness can teach receptivity and appropriate

-Cushman, Philip (1990). "Why the Self is Empty."

American

Psychologist 45(5)599-611.
-Marx, R. (1988). "An Outdoor Adventure Counseling Program for

Adolescents." Social Work, Nov., 517-520.
-Turner, P. (1976). "The Therapeutic Value of Nature."
Operational Psychiatry. 7(1)64-74.

Journal Of

Further Reading-Levine, Stephen. (1982) Who Dies? Doubleday, New York, New

vulnerablity.
You have a blanket, a tarp, and a knife, and it’s going to snow.
There is nothing you can do about the snow, but you can make a
comfortable shelter, a fire, and a coal bed. Having effectively coped,
you are now free to regard the snowstorm, maybe enjoy it,
experience awe, learn all you can from it, be open to it safely.
Feelings are like the weather, they happen irrespective of our
control, and sometimes they are stormy. We can control our
actions. Depending upon what actions we choose, we can openly
regard the feeling, safely.
We don’t know what we are going to feel in the future, though
we can make some meteorological predictions. But what we don’t
know is perhaps the window into the Unknown (ie, we must be
vulnerable to look); what one knows is always miniscule compared

York.
-Dixon.S. and Sands,R. (1983) "Identity and the Experience of

Crisis," Social Casework 64(4) 223-230.

to what one doesn't know.

I have attempted to show one aspect of the wilderness
experience that can be used as an important therapeutic tool. A
conservative estimate would show 1 in 10 children are sexually
abused in this county. With this rampant abuse alone, we need all
the therapeutic tools possible. It is yet another reason humans need
vast peripheral wilderness. This is not utilitarian. The quality that
gives Wilderness its inherent value produces its therapeutic power.
It is said that when we lose someone we love, we lose a mirror that
reflects all those parts we love in ourselves; if we lose the
wilderness, we lose the reflection of all the parts we most need to
love in ourselves, some of the most difficult pans, the pans that
aren't familiar, the pans that defy control.
Matt Houghten participated in the Wilderness and Civilization
Program in 1979 and is a graduate student in Guidance and
Counciling from U. of M. He spends his free time as a back

country guide.
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One year ago, the Penny Drive for wildland ecosystems
protection began. It has been a whopping success due to the many
caring wildlands advocates who have nurtured it. 200,000 were
generated, all going toward positive activities supporting the
visionary citizen's proposal. The Northern Rockies
Ecosystem Protection Act. Congratulations all of you
penny collectors! Keep up the good work. We can counteract
corporate greed with a plethora of pennies.
For information on the Penny Drive write or call:
Jamie Lennox, Penny Drive Coordinator,
PO Box 8395. Missoula, MT 59807.
Phone 721-5420 (AWR Office) or 258-5495 (Home)

Call for Proposals

The 1992 Matthew Hansen Endowment
♦Wilderness Studies ^Creative Writing
♦Historical Research
Matthew Hansen, a University of Montana honors graduate in history, believed that
research and writing can strengthen Montanan's relation to the land. The Matthew Hansen
Endowment is a non-profit fund established in 1984 by his friends and family as a
memorial to Matthew and his ideals.
The Endowment grants awards for historical research, creative writing, and wilderness
studies projects that explore Montana's land and its people. We hope, as Matthew did, that
such projects encourage the protection of Montana's wildland heritage. The Matthew
Hansen Advisory Committee encourages proposals from anyone interested in furthering
this goal.
Funds available for 1992 will exceed $1,000. The committee will select one or more
proposals and divide the award appropriately.

Gnideiines:
Projects must focus on historical research, creative writing, wilderness studies, or any
combination thereof.
Describe how your idea originated, what you hope to accomplish, the project's relation
to Montana's wildland heritage, and who your project will benefit. Proposals should be
limited to two pages.
On a separate sheet of paper, list the expenses you expect to incur (travel, salary,
equipment, etc.) and tell how much time the project will take to complete. The
committee recommends projects that can be completed in one year.

Review and
Selection Process:
Funding for projects
is competitive. The
committee reviews all
proposals for feasibility
and relevance to the
endowment's goals.
The committee will
announce its decision by
the beginning of June,
1992. Funds will be
distributed shortly
thereafter. Neither the
Wilderness Institute nor
the Matthew Hansen
Endowment are
responsible for cost
overruns on a project.

Address and
Deadline:
Proposals must be
hand-delivered or
postmarked by May 1,
1992, to The Matthew
Hansen Endowment,
Wilderness Institute,
Forestry 207, The
University of Montana,
Missoula, MT 59S12.

Wild in the City
All the way through grade school and
highschool, they told us that we were the
future. Whether we wanted to be doctors,
lawyers, scientists or teachers, they said we
could change the world. Unfortunately, no
one ever told us we have the chance to save
the world. I never had one class on
environmental issues. None of my teachers
talked about recycling or learning to care
about wildlife. Luckily, I found out about
these things on my own. Unfortunately,
many people never really leant to care.
They grow up reflecting the values and
priorities learned in school. Especially,
those who grow up in cities and are not
exposed to wilderness.
When we talk about the environment,
we are talking about a wound that will take
a long time to heal, if ever. So the next
generation could not only be our future, but
the future of the earth as well. That is why
it is so important to instill environmental
values in kids. And kids are starting to get
excited about the environment. An article
in the Minneapolis-St. Paul Star Tribune,
entitled "Green Kids”, written by Kurt
Chandler stated, "These eco -kids' are on
the move, forming coalitions, staging
protests, writing to congress, picking up
where their parents left off." Kids can
become more fanatic than adults in their
commitment to saving the earth and they
can have a great influence on friends and
family. In order for kids to get involved,
they have to be exposed (and informed) and
the best place for this is in school.
There are hundreds of books that define
activities for getting kids involved with the
environment. There is even one that is area
specific for Missoula. This book, entitled
Wild in The City was published by The
Wilderness Institute in 1989 and is designed
specially for Missoula school children. It
is a tool to help teachers who may not
know how to get started. Unfortunately, at
this time it sits dormant in a file in the
Wilderness Institute office.
This year, two students from WSIC
(Wildlands Studies and Information Center)
at the Wilderness Institute hope to bring
Wild In The City back to life. We want to
update and promote this great resource. We
feel that is is vitally important that
Missoula kids grow up to appreciate the
wilderness that they are fortunate to have in
their own back yard. But we need help.
We want Wild in The City to make a
lasting impression and a project of this size
needs a lot of people to work on it.
...continued

EARTH

SUMMIT

Here are a few statistics that should help
There was World War I, then World War II
stimulate
all of you closet environmentalists
and the Korean Whr, and no one can forget
into
action.
They were generated out of the
Vietnam. More recently, there was the Persian
the
National
Teleconference
on the Earth Summit,
Gulf, still fresh in our minds. All of these
UNITED NATIONS
which was held on February 12, 1992. Its
wars were created to stop the atrocities of
purpose was to provide an opportunity for
CONFERENCE
communism and evil. There is a larger atrocity
citizens from across the nation to learn about
on
at hand that began before the first world war
environmental and development issues.
and is now our largest enemy. The world in
ENVIRONMENT
which live, the planet that sustains our life, is
and
dying. We (and I say we on a global level) are
DEVELOPMENT
our own worst enemy ...and we must stop our
daily crimes against the giver of our own lives
- Earth.
—The United States is the largest emitter of CO2 and yet we are
Now is the time to take action. In June of this year the first
the only country who has not committed to doing something about
Earth Summit will be held.
it. The political will to make a change can't happen unless the
voices of the people are raised and heard.
The primary goal of the Summit will be to lay the
—Unless we make a change now, there will be NO wilderness left
foundation for a global partnership between developing and
within
30 years.
more industrialized countries, based on mutual need and
common interests, to ensure the future of the planet.
—Fifty species of animals per day go extinct. When one species
-Maurice Strong,Secretary General, Earth Summit
goes extinct, 30 others become endangered. Extinction is Forever
The United Nations Conference on Environment and
Development (UNCED), will be held in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, on
June 1-June 12. This is the summit of all Nations to make war
against pollution, exploited land and exploited wildlife, instead of
against each other. UNCED will be a chance for all of us to be
involved in the creation of the Earth Charter - the Magna Carta for a
new environmental era.
For more information consult An Introductory Guide to The
Earth Summit prepared by Mark Valentine for the U.S. Citizens
Network on UNCED. Copies are available from:
U.S. Citizens Network on UNCED
300 Broadway, Suite 39
San Francisco, CA 94133.

—1 out of 5 humans doesn't have enough to eat.
—The world is hotter today than at any time in recorded history.

—The amount of manmade CO2 emissions currently in the
atmosphere is 25 percent higher than it was a century ago.
—Out of all of the CO2 producing energy used in this country, as

much as half is wasted.

—Each mile we don't drive keeps one pound of CO2 out of the
atmosphere.
—Each kilowatt-hour of electricity we save avoids 1.5 pounds of
CO2 rising into the atmosphere.

Wild Events Calender
So we are asking anyone (you don’t
have to be a student) who feels that they
would like to be involved in this worthwhile
project to come to our meeting on Thursday,
April 5 at 5:30 pm. (Forestry Rm 106 ) If
you are a graduate student, especially in
environmental studies or education, you can
use this project for credit or as your final
thesis project. So far nothing has been
decided and the project could go in any
direction. Limited funding is available. If
you can not make the meeting, please call
Amy at 549-2133 or Julie at 721-6840 or
leave a message at the Wilderness Institute.
Suggestions are welcome. Don't pass
up this opportunity to make a real difference
in the lives of many of Missoula's young
people. It could make 3 difference in the
future.

The International Wildlife Film Festival will be held from March 28-April 4.
* Matinee and evening film showings are al the Wilma Theater.
* Opening Day Wildlife Walk is Saturday morning on March 28th.
* Wednesday, April 1 at 8pm. at the Children's Theater, Environmental Music event;
Concert by Sid Marty, singer/songwriter from Calgary.
♦Thursday April 2, Opening Address: Keynote speaker- Doag Peacock,

author of "Grizzly Years' .
* Saturday April 4, Children's Day Celebration^ 1pm at Caras Park.
The theme of this year s Wilderness hectare Series is "Exploring Different
Cultural Approaches to Wilderness", with speakers from countries that span the globe.

This Spn ng course is offered under R E CM or EVST 371 for one cred it.
Lectures are Tuesdays from 7-9pm.
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Wilderness and Civilization

/ WORDS ON\
/ WILDERNESS \
/

The W.S.I.C. student

'

newsletter is seeking
contributions of graphics,
poems, short stories,
investigative articles, graduate
research, historical/cultural
writings, diverse opinions and
suggestions—almost anything
pertaining to wilderness issues,
resource policy and
environmental concerns.
Please contact Susan VanRooy
or Jennifer Wilkie at the
yVilderness Institute with any j
\ submissions or ideas.
/

'

A unique learning adventure!
Wilderness and Civilization is a unique interdisciplinary academic program designed to
educate a select group of undergraduate students in the values, problems and promises of
wilderness. Over five-million acres of pristine wildlands provide the essential backdrop
of this special one-year program.
Wilderness and Civilization offers 32-35 credits of classes designed to help you enhance
our vanishing wilderness heritage by becoming informed, motivated, and involved in
wilderness-related studies, policies and issues.
len-day backpacking treks at the beginning and end of the program create a sense of
community between the students, faculty and staff, and result in a common hands-on
wilderness experience upon which the intensive academic portion of the program is based.
The University of Montana offers a Wilderness Studies Minor which requires
participation in the Wilderness and Civilization Program.

Wilderness and Civilization is limited to 28 students.
Acceptance requirements include an application form and a short essay.
Interested students are encouraged to begin the application process early in order to
ensure placement, and to pre-register for the specific classes required.
For more information contact: Wilderness Institute (address listed below) (406) 243-5361

Please note:
Our Wildlands Student Group is expanding
its info center. Investigative articles, research
papers and historical/cultural writings would
be greatly appreciated. Students have the
option of submitting their work strictly for
informational purposesand not for
publication in W'ortfc on Wilderness.
Also: 'rhe next issue of Words on
Wilderness will focus on threatened and
endangered species. Deadline for
submissions is May 11.
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